Available Interior Exhibition Space:

**First Floor:** Atrium lobby and limited locations in adjoining public rooms.

- Self-supporting sculpture platforms must not exceed a 5’ x 5’ footprint and must be at least 4.75” high. Platform to be provided by the artist.
- Weight may not exceed 200 lbs. per 18” x 18” floor tile.

*No artwork may be displayed on the fourth floor, or in the administrative offices located on the first, second, and third floors.*
Map legend: Yellow highlights=spaces for 2D works
Red highlights=spaces for 3D works
Available Interior Exhibition Space:

**Second Floor:** Second floor lobby and surrounding conference rooms, East and West hallway corridors.
2nd Floor

This location is a shelving system with 2 glass shelves that can accommodate small 3D works.
2nd floor staircase for site-specific work
**Third Floor:** Third floor lobby and surrounding conference rooms, excluding the City Manager’s conference room.

- Self-supporting sculpture platforms may not exceed 42” in depth, but the space can accommodate a very wide piece. Keep ADA compliance, large crowds, and evacuation space in mind.
- Platforms, at least 4.75” high, are to be provided by the artist.